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ABSTRACT
•My goal was to design a safety enclosure that would allow high
voltages to pass through capacitors to test their reliability before
using them in magnet probes. Once set up, the process would
help the NMR department quickly tell if they had a problem with a
capacitor or if the problem resided elsewhere.
•Parameters of the projects were a rectangular plastic enclosure
that we already had. I was to design the enclosure based off use
of it.
•For further safety functionality, I was to create an interlock
functionality to prevent the HiPot Tester from being started if the
Safety Enclosure was not in the proper place.

• When the metal rod makes contact with the capacitor,
the circuit is complete allowing high voltage to pass
through it.
• On the right stand, there are holes on top of it for
screws to tighten the rod in place to constrict its
movement.

CRYOGENIC TEST APPARATUS
• In order to test how cryogenic capacitors react in low
temperatures before placing them into probes that reach
temperatures of 100K, I created a capacitor stand that attaches
to the lid of a liquid nitrogen container. The liquid nitrogen
container can reach around 160K which gives a good estimate of
how the capacitor will react when in the probe.

DESIGN PROCESS
•After brainstorming early ideas of how I wanted to create the
design, I measured the dimensions of the rectangular enclosure
and created a model of the enclosure in Inventor for my base
model.

INTERLOCK FUNCTIONALITY
• To prevent the HiPot Tester from being activated
without the enclosure being on the base, I installed an
interlock switch into the design.
• The interlock switch ensures that the HiPot Tester
can’t be turned on unless the casing is over it.
• One switch is attached to the enclosure, and the other
is attached to the base.
• When the enclosure is over the base, the 2 switches
are less than 5mm apart which is how close they need
to be for the interlock circuit to be closed. Any further
apart and it remains open.

ADDITIONAL MODELING

•From there, I created two metal stands, one to hold six different
threads of capacitors, an another to correctly line up a metal rod
with the capacitors.
•The metal rod is attached to a triangular finger that makes
contact with the capacitors. On both sides of the L-shaped stands,
a ring terminal is attached a wire that runs back to the HiPot
Tester.
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